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Nancy Gertner believes
mass incarceration has been
a failure of the American justice system. Having worked
in it for most of her life, she
has seen firsthand the injustice imposed upon prisoners
by harsh sentencing.
Gertner will speak at today’s 10:45 a.m. morning
lecture in the Amphitheater
about a system that incarcerates more people for longer
periods of time than any
other Western country.
Gertner began her career
as a trial lawyer with a fairly controversial case — she
was defending Susan Saxe,
a woman accused of being
an accomplice in a Boston
robbery that resulted in the
death of a police officer. Saxe
was part of a small group
that attempted to rob a bank
to fund their protest of the
Vietnam War.
It was a huge case, but it
revealed Gertner’s passion
for defending those who
were inadequately represented. She also learned that
most of her colleagues believed the courthouse was
no place for a woman.
“The expectations for me
were so low; no one thought
that a woman could be a trial
lawyer, no one thought the
case could be won,” Gertner
said, “and in one sense that
made it easier. I was only
dealing with my expectations. … I wanted to win.”

Bruce Western doesn’t
think the timing of the civil
rights movement and the subsequent growth of prison populations is any coincidence.
After the fundamental
transformation of American politics and society that
came out of the 1960s, he
said, conservatives began to
gain the support of people
who were uncomfortable
with the expanded citizenship of African-Americans.
This resulted in “tough on
crime” rhetoric and policy,
Western said, adding that
the inflated prison system is,
in many ways, a “sequel” to
the civil rights movement.
Western, a professor of
sociology at Harvard University and a faculty member at the Harvard Kennedy
School of Government, will
speak at today’s 2 p.m. Interfaith Lecture in the Hall of
Philosophy.
Western didn’t begin
studying imprisonment in
America because of an interest in crime; rather, he was
interested in the social and
economic
disadvantages
Americans face.
A quick look back in history, he said, shows a clear relationship between these disadvantages and the growth
of prison populations.
“We need to think about our
values and the values of the
justice system,” Western said.
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Keillor, Newman and Co. bring popular
‘Companion’ radio program live to Amp stage
mark haymond | Staff Writer

M

ost jobs are
acquired by
an application
process. Fred Newman
got his job by crawling
into the lap of his future
boss and pretending to
be a little girl.
Newman does the sound effects
for Garrison Keillor’s “A Prairie Home
Companion.” The radio show’s actors
and musicians are bringing their Radio Romance Tour 2013 to Chautauqua Institution at 8:15 p.m. tonight in
the Amphitheater. The performance
will be mostly unscripted, inspired
by the radio program but without the
time constraints of the medium. It
is like watching and listening to the
show being made.
“You will have no doubt that it is
fresh-baked for you,” Newman said.

See gertner, Page A4

See prairie, Page A4
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Garrison Keillor in a solo Amphitheater
appearance on June 29, 2009.

See western, Page A4

Weil to present ‘Crime and Punishment’ as CLSC’s first ‘classic’ selection
Kelsey Burritt
Staff Writer

Published 147 years ago,
Crime and Punishment is older
than Chautauqua. Fyodor
Dostoevsky published installments of the novel in The
Russian Messenger 12 years
after serving a prison sentence in Siberia and six years
after 90 percent of the Russian population was freed
from slavery.
Decades later, as a freshman in college, Irwin Weil
stumbled into a bookstore
looking for a novel a friend

recommended, “something
called Crime and Punishment.”
The workers in the store
laughed at him and gave him
the book. Weil started reading
the following Saturday night.
“The next thing I knew
it was Sunday afternoon,”
Weil said, “and my eyes were
wide as saucers.”
Weil feverishly devoured
the novel in two days and
devoted himself to studying Russian so he could read
it in the original language.
Weil currently serves as
professor emeritus of Slavic
languages and literatures at

Northwestern University.
Dostoevsky evidently remains a gripping and formidable presence in the literary
canon. While its relevance
to the theme of Week Six is
clear, the novel on its own is
a logical choice as the first
“classic” Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle
selection — despite the fact
that the author cannot be in
Chautauqua to present it and
that it was originally written
in Russian.
At 3:30 p.m. today in the
Hall of Philosophy, Weil will
present Crime and Punish-

web exclusive

ment in its 1992 translation
by Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky. Weil will
discuss the mastery behind
Dostoevsky’s psychological
portrait that allows the novel to retain its urgency and
power. He will also place the
book in the historical context
of Russia at the time it was
written, which he believes
to be crucial in truly understanding it.
Crime and Punishment immerses the reader inside the
mind of Raskolnikov, a poor
student who murders two
people in cold blood. Grap-

SYMPHONY

pling with debilitating guilt,
he must seek out forgiveness
and redemption, a journey
that propels him to the edge
of his sanity.
Weil believes one of the
reasons the novel has made
such a long-lasting impression is that despite the horror
of Raskolnikov’s crime, the
reader still somehow sympathizes with him.
“[Dostoevsky] knows how
to play with and construct
emotion in ways that go directly to the heart,” Weil said.
See weil, Page A4
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Counselors of the Week

Briefly
News from around the grounds
Student percussion recital
School of Music percussion students Drew Worden, Keith
Williams, Kramer Milan and Colleen Bernstein will perform a recital at 4 p.m. today in Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall.
Michael Burritt, percussion faculty, will join the students
during three pieces. The recital will benefit the Chautauqua Women’s Club Scholarship Fund.
OFN Run traffic delay advisory
Travelers in and out of the grounds on Saturday morning
are advised that the Old First Night Run race route will affect traffic at all vehicle gates and on Massey, Palestine and
Hedding avenues. Traffic will be held as runners and walkers approach the gates and released only as safety allows.
Chautauqua Women’s Club news
• From 2 to 5 p.m. on Fridays, the Women’s Club invites
members to the Clubhouse to play mah jongg. Bring your
national Mah Jongg League 2013 card, which can be purchased at the door or at the Chautauqua Bookstore. Women’s Club memberships will be sold at the door.
• From noon to 2 p.m. Friday, the Women’s Club flea boutique will be held behind the Colonnade. Items for sale
include clothing, jewelry, purses and household goods.
• At 3 p.m. Saturday in the Hall of Philosophy, Congressman Ted Deutch will discuss “Public Diplomacy: Challenges of U.S. Engagement in the Middle East” This is part
of the Women’s Club Contemporary Issues Forum.
• Social bridge sessions for men and women begin at 12:30
p.m. Saturday at the Women’s Clubhouse. Membership
is not required, but Women’s Club memberships will be
available at the door.
• Join Chef Ross Warhol from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Wednesday
at a private residence on the grounds for a food demo of
a special dish. Eat and drink the results with additional
food provided by the hostess. Recipe handouts will be
provided. A $40 donation reserves your space. Space is
limited. Reservations may be made at the Clubhouse.
‘Keeping Hope Alive’ book presentation
Author Sarah Robbins will discuss her book Keeping Hope
Alive: One Woman, 90,000 Lives Changed — about Dr. Hawa
Abdi, a 2011 Chautauqua lecture participant — at 2 p.m.
today in Smith Memorial Library’s second-floor classroom.
Non-perishable food drive
Chautauquans can dispose of their sealed, non-perishable foods, such as boxed and canned items, in the goldpapered cartons on the floor inside the north entrance of
the Post Office Building. Mayville Food Pantry makes the
food available to needy individuals and families in the
Chautauqua Lake Central School District. For more information, contact Lou Wineman at 716-357-5015.
Men’s Club talk
Men’s Club talks, held at 9 a.m. Fridays at the Methodist
House, are open to all. This week, Dr. William Bernet will
discuss “Neuroscience in the Courtroom.” Guests are welcome to join in coffee and refreshments on the porch prior
to this talk. The Men’s Club has no fee to attend.
Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle alumni news
• Tickets for the CLSC 10th Annual Alumni Dinner and
Gala celebrating the CLSC’s 135th anniversary are now
available at Alumni Hall. The gala will be held Aug. 7, beginning with refreshments at 5:30 p.m., president’s words
at 6 p.m. and a buffet dinner served at 6:06 p.m. Tickets
purchased prior to Aug. 5 are $12 and $14 after.
• CLSC Class of 2008 will hold its annual meeting at 9:15
a.m. on Aug. 5, at 46 Hurst Ave.
• CLSC Class of 1995 will have its annual meeting and
dinner on the porch of Alumni Hall at 5 p.m. on Monday,
Aug. 5. Dinner costs $20. To make a reservation, call Cecilia Hartman at 716-357-9652 or email cjh17@cox.net. The
class will also be gathering on Hartman’s porch, on the
Ames side of the St. Elmo, at 8:15 a.m. on Aug. 7, for a continental breakfast prior to the CLSC parade.
• CLSC Class of 1982 has reserved a table for class members and their guests at the Aug. 7 Recognition Day dinner. Tickets are available at the Alumni Hall front desk.
• In honor of its 35th anniversary, CLSC Class of 1978 will
hold its annual meeting at 4 p.m. Monday in the Kate Kimball Room of Alumni Hall.
Nature Walk
Meet naturalist Jack Gulvin at 9 a.m. Friday under the
green awning at the back of Smith Wilkes Hall for a Nature Walk through the grounds. This event is sponsored
by the Bird, Tree & Garden Club.
Everett Jewish Life Center at Chautauqua news
• From 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Sunday a new program for children and teens will continue with Jewish Songs and Stories
with a Healthy Nosh.
• At 3:30 Sunday the Jewish Film Festival featured film
will be Anita. Repeat showing on Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
• Ori Soltes presents “Untangling the Web: Why the Middle
East is a Mess and Always Has Been” at 3:30 p.m. Monday
and “Israel, Palestine, Iran and the United States: Between
Pasts and Futures” at 12:15 p.m. Tuesday, both at EJLCC.
Musicians needed
The Community Band seeks wind, brass and percussion
instrumentalists to play for the Old First Night concert at
12:15 p.m. Tuesday on Bestor Plaza. There will be a rehearsal from 4:45 to 5:45 p.m. Saturday in Elizabeth S. Lenna
Hall. All instrumentalists receive a T-shirt and lunch the
day of the concert. Interested players can call Jason Weintraub at 716-753-5250 or just attend Saturday’s rehearsal.
Golf Club Skills Challenge
From 4 to 6 p.m. Saturday, Chautauqua Golf Learning Center will host a Skills Challenge. Contestants may compet in a
bunker shot challenge, a putting contest and a hole-in-one/
closest to pin challenge. Cost is $14 per person or $25 per
family of five or fewer. Proceeds go to Chautauqua Fund.
Community Kosher BBQ
Chabad Lubavitch of Chautauqua hosts its second Kosher
barbecue of the season from noon to 2 p.m. Sunday in Miller Park. The barbecue will be postponed until 5 p.m. in case
of rain. Chautauquans of all ages are invited.

Brian Smith | Staff Photographer

The Boys’ and Girls’ Club Counselors of the Week for Week Five are Lindsey Lord, 22, from the State University of New York at Fredonia;
Emily Castle, 17, Dartmouth College; and Jenelle Friedman, 21, SUNY Fredonia.

‘Ben-Hur’ the book, the film, the merchandising
genius — and an 1886 boost from Chautauqua
george cooper
Staff Writer

Jon Solomon, a professor
of classics at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, was introduced to the
story of “Ben-Hur” when he
was 9 years old, through the
1959 film starring Charlton
Heston. Today he looks at
the film — and the book by
Lew Wallace upon which it
was based — with a more
experienced eye. Solomon
will share some of that experience at 3:30 p.m. today
in the Hall of Christ as part
of the Oliver Archives Heri-

tage Lecture Series. His lecture is titled “Lew Wallace,
Ben-Hur, Chautauqua: The
Adolescence of American
Popular Culture.”
Solomon began collecting
“Ben-Hur” items he found
on eBay, at first as a joke, he
said. In the process, though,
he began to realize the extent to which the book and
its adaptations represented
a significant phenomenon in
popular culture.
“Today we don’t think
about commercialism in movies,” Solomon said. “[‘BenHur’ was] the first really wellknown property to be used in

a commercial way.”
And the story also has a
Chautauqua connection.
Wallace’s novel was published in 1880. The author’s
wife, Susan, in connection
with the book’s publisher,
contacted Chautauqua in
1884 to see if the novel could
be included as a Chautauqua Literary and Scientific
Circle selection. Wallace
knew Chautauqua co-founders John Heyl Vincent and
Lewis Miller and spoke on
the Chautauqua platform in
1886, Solomon said.
“ ‘Ben-Hur’ was the ‘Star
Wars’ of its day,” Solomon
said, “a hit that inspired sequels and adaptations.” The
story has love, romance, personal enmity, morality and,
yes, a chariot race.
Jon Schmitz, Chautauqua archivist and historian,
said the story “speaks to the
timelessness of virtue and
morality. It’s a story of how
righteousness
triumphs
in the end; it may require
struggle, but in the end,
righteousness prevails.”
The story is associated
with victory, a theme profound and deep in character, but also one that
worked commercially, eventually spawning a series of
companies that associated
themselves with the name

solomon

“Ben-Hur.” There was BenHur Coffee, Solomon said,
a company that maintained
itself into the 1950s. BenHur Cigars were made in
Detroit. There was Ben-Hur
Flour and a “Ben-Hur” fragrance — even Ben-Hur
Motor Company.
“ ‘Ben-Hur’ was an extraordinary property that
achieved commercial success in a wide variety of areas,” Solomon said. “To a
certain extent, it received a
boost from Chautauqua.”
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Mass incarceration, American exceptionalism — and the federal public defender

T

oday, I will be speaking on “Mass Incarceration
and American Exceptionalism.” I will address the
enormity of our “imprisonment problem,” our love
affair with incarceration, how we got there, and how
inadequate our criminal justice system has been in addressing it. Recent developments have made the latter point all
the more clear. We have a much-vaunted adversary system
— but one of the important adversaries, the federal public
defender, is about to enter the ring underfunded, understaffed and demoralized, all because of the “sequester.”
Its opponent — the United States Attorneys’ office — has
emerged unscathed. Indeed, in Boston, and I suspect other
jurisdictions, the United States Attorneys’ office is hiring
new assistants.
Why does this matter? More than 10 years ago, my husband and I were privileged to be part of a delegation going
to Turkey. The delegation consisted of two judges (I was one;
Judge Ginger Berrigan, the other), a prosecutor (John Keker
who had prosecuted Oliver North), a criminal defense lawyer (Larry Hammond) and a civil rights lawyer (my husband, John Reinstein, who was then the legal director the
American Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts.) We were
asked to convene meetings in several cities with our counterparts, and present panels on various topics. The topics we
were addressing, the substantive content of the programs,
were less important that the fact of the meeting. Turkey, a
civil code country, did not use the adversary system. It did
not regard defense lawyers and prosecutors as equals, zealously representing their clients. Rather, the prosecutor sat
at the front the courtroom, on a level just below the judge,
a physical position that matched his near-judge status. The
defense lawyer was in the audience, effectively with no
greater status than the defendant he or she was representing. Worse yet, many defense lawyers had been prosecuted
because of their representation of Kurdish dissidents. Zeal-

From Today’s Lecturer
Guest Column by Judge Nancy Gertner

Judge Nancy Gertner retired in September 2011 from
the United States District Court of Massachusetts and
is now professor of practice at Harvard Law School
ous representation of Kurdish dissidents bought the defender a police interrogation, surveillance or worse.
The idea of our visit is that we would show by our presence, our interaction, our stories, the fact that prosecutors
and defense lawyers in our country meaningfully had full
“equality of arms.” Both sides were to represent their clients
to as zealously as they were able, and to have the resources
to do so. And, with respect to indigent defense, we touted
our criminal defense system as the “gold standard,” a model
for other countries.
That may be ending soon. If the cuts occasioned by the
sequester come to pass I fear that the federal defender
system will have dramatically lost that equality of arms. A
nearly 10 percent cut in the federal public defender budget
for 2013 has already resulted in layoffs and up to 20 days of
furloughs in many federal defender offices. Combined with
a possible additional 14 percent cut in 2014, some federal

defenders may have to begin laying off between a third and
half of their staff before September 2013. At the same time,
just last week, a Senate subcommittee approved funding to
the Department of Justice for 2014 that would allow federal
prosecutors “to prosecute approximately 300 additional
criminal cases in Federal courts.” In a number of states, federal courts have been forced to delay criminal cases because
of public defender furloughs and layoffs.
Reducing funding and eliminating federal defender
positions means that the remaining federal defenders will
have less time and fewer resources to investigate cases and
ably represent their clients. If the ability of the defenders to
represent their clients is compromised, so is the adversarial
process. And it is not without costs. These losses are taking place just at a time when we have become more aware
of wrongful convictions, and our extraordinary problem of
over-incarceration. Mistakes and excesses — inevitable in
an underfunded system — will create even more expenses
down the line, through appeals, unlawful detention proceedings, and retrials. As Supreme Court Justice Stephen
Breyer has noted, it is “cheaper to have a decent lawyer in
the first place.”
Replacing public defenders with private counsel paid
for with public funds is not remotely cost effective. Nor are
they always equal to the quality of a professional defender.
Studies in my state, for example, suggest that it cost less for
public defenders with expertise, with pooled resources, to
represent a defendant than private counsel on the public till.
Of course, none of this affects the Madoffs of the world,
or the Enron executives, who can pay for the “gold standard” of defense. That’s precisely the point. Our constitution guarantees competent effective counsel for all defendants, regardless of their ability to pay. Austerity and
budget cuts are one thing; fairness to those facing a profound loss of liberty is quite another.

Kasischke to speak on origins, inclinations of storytelling Author Zickefoose to present
Kelsey Burritt
Staff Writer

Prose writer-in-residence
Laura Kasischke has never
quilted, but she imagines it
might be like writing a novel. They both entail daily ritual and uncertainty around
how the final product will
appear. But the similarity
lies mostly in the grueling
amount of time the projects
take to complete.
“You just do it everyday,”
Kasischke said. “You just tell
yourself you’re in this for the
long haul, and you’re not going to be giving this quilt to
anybody tomorrow. You keep
ripping out the stitches and

»

kasischke
starting again … and even
then you’re not going to really
know what it looks like … for
a very, very long time.”
Around 10 a.m. each day,
Kasischke can turn on her
computer and churn out a
few sentences or paragraphs
at a time with the idea that
eventually, some sort of

on the grounds

Notice to Parents
Bicycle Safety Rules
1. Bikes must be maintained in a safe operation condition and
		shall have adequate brakes, a bell or other signaling 		
		device, a rear reflector and a headlight. Operators under 14
		years of age must wear a NYS-required helmet.
2. Bikes are not to be ridden on brick walks or other paths
		reserved for pedestrian use.
3. Bikes must be operated at a speed that is reasonable and
		prudent and in no instance at more than 12 mph.
4. Bicyclists shall always give the right of way to pedestrians.
5. In accord with New York state law, bicyclists shall observe
		all traffic signs and signals (for example, stop signs, one-way
		streets)
Parents must ensure that their children ride responsibly — by
enforcing the rules and by setting a good example.

whole will be digitally laid
out before her. She recently
began to wonder how stories were preserved before
computers, before they were
dispersed over the Internet;
before widespread publishing, the printing press, even
the written word.
That question inspired a
curiosity about the origins,
framework and intuition of
storytelling, which she will
explore today in a Brown Bag
lecture called “The Prehistoric Storyteller.” The lecture
will take place at 12:15 p.m.
on the porch of the Literary
Arts Center at Alumni Hall.
Kasischke teaches in the
University of Michigan’s
creative writing program
and has written eight books
of poetry and eight novels.
Her latest poetry collection,
Space, In Chains, won the
2011 National Book Critics
Circle Award. She has led
workshops at Chautauqua
six times.
Kasischke said the impulses to write poetry and
prose are incredibly different. While she can complete
a draft of a poem in an afternoon, the process of writing
a novel is decidedly more
elongated. A poem can feel
like an inspired moment of
euphoria; a novel, perhaps,
more like a day job.
“I’ve never sat down and

written a novel that I expected to,” Kasischke said. “It’s
always in the process of writing that I surprise myself. …
Pretty much every time I’ve
written a novel it’s been a
different experience.”
The process of writing
and the idea of revision are
modern concepts. As Kasischke will discuss in her
lecture, the first stories ever
told were transmitted by
the oral tradition. To be told,
they had to be remembered.
To be remembered, they had
to be memorable.
Kasischke believes that
story formulas — the plots
and structures recycled from
ancient Greece to Elizabethan
England to Hollywood — are
rooted in an almost hardwired sense of what makes
up a good story. She suspects
part of this sensibility, this set
of expectations that readers
and spectators unknowingly
carry with them, has to do
with memory.
“There was this understanding that if I don’t follow
these, if I don’t learn these
rules for storytelling, no one
will listen to my stories,” Kasischke said. “You can get
away with all kinds of experimentation, but not that
much, because people still
have a real inherited, deeply
intuited sense of what a story should be.”
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“I would say in this country
he is, for the most part, very
widely popular. In Russia, it’s
very mixed. A lot of people
get very angry at Dostoevsky,
I think, because he probes
things that they would rather
leave unprobed.”
One of the things Weil
is most interested in is how
the psychological dynamics
of the novel fit in with the
historical context in which
it was written.
“Dostoevsky wrote this
novel right after there was
a huge legal reform in Russia,” Weil said. “There is an
enormous amount of discussion [in the book] about
the nature of law, the nature
of crime as defined by law
and the nature of crime as
defined by psychology. And
the relationships between
these two are very complicated and very intense. You
reason psychologically, and
then you reason legally. It’s
not always easy to put them
together.”
Weil pointed out that the
magnificent culture produced by the Russian aristocracy was built on the
backs of slaves. In 1863, the
Emancipation
Proclamation in the United States
liberated approximately 10
percent of the population.
But consider the kind of national overhaul that Russia
experienced in 1861 when
it liberated its serfs, who
made up some 90 percent of
the population, Weil said.

“A Prairie Home Companion” is a live broadcast on public radio. It’s a variety show that
combines ongoing character
sketches and music with contemporary themes, all woven
together with subtle metaphor.
Back to Newman as a
little girl.
It was 1980. Newman had
written a book called MouthSounds, and one of his first
promotional stops was on
Garrison Keillor’s radio show.
“I didn’t know enough not
to do this,” he continued. “He
introduced me, and I said, ‘Hi,
I am baby Elizabeth.’ His eyebrows went up. I didn’t know
him at all. He turned on a
dime and said, ‘Oh, baby Elizabeth, come sit on my lap.’ He
knew exactly what to do, so I
played harmonica, supposedly as a 3-year-old, on his lap.”
Over the next few years,
Newman appeared on the
show many times. When the
late Tom Keith stopped touring

from page 1

from page 1

weil
In 1849, Dostoevsky was
nearly killed by a firing
squad on charges of reading the censored writing of
Vissarion Belinsky. At the
last minute, a messenger arrived with orders that the
prisoners would instead do
hard labor in Siberia.
That close encounter
with death — and the unexpected redemption that followed — would be echoed
in Raskolnikov’s story in
Crime and Punishment.
Weil referenced Raskolnikov’s love for the landlady’s daughter, whom he
wanted to marry despite her
sickness — which would
lead to her eventual death
in the novel. When asked
why he was attracted to her,
Raskolnikov
responded
that it was because she was
sick; if she was sicker, he
would have loved her even
more.
“You start to think about
that … that’s a very powerful statement,” Weil said,
“the whole notion of the
connection of sickness with
a very deep and sometimes
disturbing kind of insight.
The closeness of that to
death, and what death
means, is something that
rings very powerfully in
your ear.”

gertner
from page 1

More than two decades
later, in 1994, Gertner was
appointed to the U.S. District Court of Massachusetts,
where she began to see the legal system in a different light.
The environment of the courthouse had changed since she
became a lawyer, and she saw
an increase in minimum sentencing standards.
“I became a judge at a time
when mandatory-minimum
sentencing and rigid guide-

western
from page 1
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“I think so much of the
growth in incarceration has
been about denying the citizenship of the communities
that are most affected [by
mass incarceration].”
His studies of the legal
system track an evolution
that began in the ’70s, when
incarceration rates were only
one-fifth of what they are today, he said.
At this time, policymakers
began to use imprisonment
far more readily than in the
past, specifically with mandatory prison sentencing, the
emergence of “three strikes”

with the radio troupe in 1990,
Newman became the tour’s
new sound effects wizard.
A car horn, a crying
baby, obnoxious laughter,
footsteps across a marble
floor — every sound is a
story. What makes Newman
unique is his ability to reproduce these sounds in a way
that makes a story stronger,
changing what could be a
flat, explanatory narrative
into something more real.
It was something he experienced growing up in Georgia, especially in the humid
confines of his local grocery
store, where the store’s owner would often embellish his
tales with sound effects.
As fun as he makes his
work look and sound, he sees
it in the much larger context
of the human experience.
“The definition of humans,
when I was a young person,
was that humans were the
toolmakers,” Newman said.
“We now know that crows
use tools and certain chimpanzees flake rock to crack

nuts and such; we are not the
only toolmakers. I think that
we are the storytellers. We
tell stories to pass on culture
… everything is a story.”
Aside from his work with
“A Prairie Home Companion,” Newman has done voice
and sound effects for a number of films and television
shows. In the movie “Who
Framed Roger Rabbit,” there
is a scene in which a cartoon
shoe meets its demise. Newman provided the voice for
the tragic little fellow, a series
of honks and squeaks reminiscent of a baby bird begging
for a regurgitated worm. With
a few clever vocal maneuvers,
Newman gave the character life — which Christopher
Lloyd’s character then snuffed
out. The death of that little anthropomorphized loafer was
the 1980s version of Old Yeller
or Bambi’s mother.
In the arc of the story, the
shoe was a tiny character,
on the screen for maybe two
minutes. Still, that little voice
represents innocence in the

face of evil. There is now a
Facebook page dedicated to
the shoe, titled “Justice for
the Shoe in ‘Who Framed
Roger Rabbit.’ ”
Newman said that in the
modern world of social media, people often find themselves inundated with data
devoid of the storytelling
techniques which he believes define the human species, techniques like metaphor and shared wisdom. He
believes it is that hunger for
something more from storytellers that makes “A Prairie
Home Companion” more
than just a nostalgic throwback to the golden era of radio dramas. He also thinks
that Chautauqua is a great fit
for the kind of things Keillor
and company do.
“I love Chautauqua,”
Newman said. “It is a great
venue to do. The people …
have a bit of that old storytelling, old religion, Methodist
Church camp-type feeling
about them. It is very much
in sync with what we do.”

lines were enforced, which
was not the case when I was
a lawyer,” Gertner said. “At
least not to the same degree.”
During her lecture, Gertner will speak to the level of
injustice in mass incarceration and offer possible solutions for the problem.
“I think these laws have
to be repealed,” she said. “I
think these laws have to be
recognized … as the crime
rate declines, we continue to
incarcerate at a rate that …
isn’t cost-effective, isn’t fair,
is actually making matters
worse.”

She retired from the bench
in September 2011, only a few
months after she assumed senior status, and now teaches
at Harvard Law School. She
said her hardest times as a
judge were when she had to
sentence a defendant to a prison term she felt was too harsh.
“The numbers of times I
had to sentence to a number
I thought was vastly out of
proportion to what I thought
the person deserved occurred far too often,” Gertner said. “And I think that
the public would also agree
that it’s out of proportion to

what the person deserved.”
Many people are unaware
of this issue unless it has affected their own community.
Otherwise, it is an invisible issue. Gertner hopes the
public becomes aware of this
issue as more and more lawyers and judges speak out
about the problem.
“I think people have to be
shaken up,” Gertner said. “It
has to be public, it has to be
our officials, it has to be judges. I think everyone has to
recognize the part they play
in this. There are no neutral
bystanders.”

policies and the abolition of
parole in many states.
Crime rates fluctuated
throughout the 1980s before
declining in the ’90s. Increased incarceration did play
a role in that drop, but only
a small one, Western said;
growth in prison populations
only accounts for about 10
percent of the decline.
“Crime rates have grown
as prison populations were
growing; crime rates have
declined as prison populations were growing,” he said.
The result of mass incarceration is unprecedented
social immobility among
poor
African-Americans.
People serving time are in

prison for 28 months “at the
median,” he said, and they
come out with diminished
employment opportunities
and weakened family ties.
“It’s these kinds of effects
on economic opportunities,
on families and children,”
he said, “that has really elevated the prison to having
this much broader place in
the distribution of social and
economic opportunities.”
Sixty percent of AfricanAmerican men born in the
late 1960s who did not graduate high school will serve
time in prison at some point
in their lives, Western said.
Going to prison, then, is
more common than not.

He points to the war on
drugs as an example of the
disproportionately negative
effects on African-American
men. Idle African-American
on street corners become easy
arrests. Then they’re sent
through the court system,
now mandating prison time,
and the disparity grows.
However, Western sees
the U.S. entering a moment
of reform and hopes to present a more optimistic story
beyond these alarming facts
and figures.
“I also want to get people
thinking about what the possibilities for change are,” he
said, “and what role they
might play in change, as well.”

Follow the Daily on
Instagram: @chqdaily
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From the CLSC Vault
Evolution circa 1973
Kelsey Burritt | Staff Writer

Crime, punishment
and psychiatry

T
Adam Birkan | Daily File Photo

Studio Artists rehearse a scene from Mozart’s The Magic Flute ahead of their season-ending performance on Aug. 3, 2012.

Studio Artists conclude 2013 educational
process with afternoon scenes program
chad m. weisman
Staff Writer

At 4 p.m. today, Chautauqua Opera Company’s
Studio Artists will present
their annual culminating
exercise, marking the solidification of a season of education, practice and performance — a presentation of
a number of opera scenes.
This year’s program will
take place in Norton Hall.
The program has been organized largely by Chautauqua Opera’s scenes directors
Alison Moritz and Octavio
Cardenas, with help from
Carol Rausch, chorus master and music administrator,
and Jay Lesenger, artistic/
general director. The event
will conclude this season’s
educational process for the
Studio Artists, and it will
also display the range of talents that the group has been
able to cultivate throughout
the course of the season.
“When Jay decides on the
program for the summer, he
picks great operas,” Moritz

said. “He finds the best people for the part. [For the final
program], we have the opposite approach. We go to the
farmers market and figure
out the best way to feature
these unique ingredients,
how to pair them together
and how they relate to the
central focus of the Young
Artist program — of working hard and increasing their
skill sets all summer.”
The singers will be given
costumes, makeup and wigs,
and will be performing
above an orchestra pit. The
set for Falstaff will serve as
the backdrop for this series
of scenes; at least one scene
will depend on the balcony
structure that ascends over
the Falstaff set.
The scenes will be drawn
from seven different operas
and will feature work that
spans the annals of musical
history, from Mozart’s Don
Giovanni to Silent Night by
Kevin Puts, a Pulitzer Prizewinning composer who is
just 31 years old.
The program will begin

with a scene from Vanessa by
American composer Samuel
Barber. The scene will be
directed by Octavio Cardenas and will feature Amber
Garrett, Tatiana Ogan and
Emily Spencer.
Following this dramatic
opener is the garden scene
from Act III of Charles Gonoud’s Faust, directed by
Moritz. The scene marks a
transitional moment in the
loss of the title character’s
soul as he requests a gift
from Mephistopheles to bestow upon Marguerite, the
object of his desire.
In the second half of the
performance, the Act I Recitative from Donizetti’s La
fille du regiment will be performed by Rachel Blaustein
and Ethan DePuy. The Act II
trio from Rossini’s Il barbiere
di Siviglia will then be performed by Adam Barta, Emily Spencer and Jesse Darden.
Eberhard,
Georgianna
Philip Plowman and Sydney
Robinson will provide hair
and makeup for the occasion, and Michael Baumgar-

ten will be in charge of lighting. Jill Van Brussel, B.G.
FitzGerald, Cristine Patrick,
Alyssa Sheaffer and Jessica
Van Kemper have taken on
the task of costuming each
character to perfection.
As always, the devoted
staff of coaches — Keith Burton, Miriam Charney, Carol
Rausch, Jamison Livsey, Dottie Randall, Rick Hoffenberg
and Emily Jarrell Urbanek
— has had a hand in rendering the creative gifts of the
Young Artists.
The 2013 Chautauqua
Opera Studio Artists are:
Todd Barnhill II, Adam
Barta, Rachel Blaustein,
Clayton Brown, Cree Carrico, Jesse Darden, Ivan Conrad, Meaghan Deiter, Ethan
DePuy, Kate Farrar, Amber
Garrett, Michael Hewitt, Alison King, Tatiana Ogan, John
Riesen, Emily Spencer, Brett
Sprague and Brad Walker.

he second of two Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle selections this week, Crime and Punishment
has become the oldest book ever included in the
CLSC reading list. Choosing an older CLSC book
to give an insightful historical perspective on Dostoevsky’s
classic novel has proved to be an exercise in futility.
An obvious connection could be drawn to a CLSC
book from 1973 without so much as turning its title page.
The Crime of Punishment by influential psychiatrist Karl
Menninger considers crime as a psychological problem,
and cross-examines punishment as an inhumane way to
deal with it.
At the beginning of the book, Menninger establishes
himself as first and foremost a psychiatrist, whose goal it
is to “obtain a better understanding of why some people
do certain things that hurt themselves or other people.”
He is careful and thorough in his argument that criminals are more often than not ordinary citizens who “lift
goods off supermarket shelves,” rather than a plagued
population that needs to be isolated.
“Crime is everybody’s temptation,” he writes. “It is
easy to look with proud disdain upon ‘those people’
who get caught — the stupid ones, the unlucky ones, the
blatant ones.”
Menninger reminds the reader that most crimes go
undetected, and some are even forgotten by those who
committed them. If an undetected crime is grave enough,
part of its punishment is the guilt that follows, as demonstrated by Raskolnikov in Crime and Punishment. Menninger points out that this all goes without mentioning
the countless crimes that the average person imagines or
fantasizes committing.
“And there is one crime we all keep committing, over
and over,” he writes. “We commit the crime of damning
some of our fellow citizens with the label ‘criminal.’ And
having done this, we force them through an experience
that is soul-searching and dehumanizing.”
He explains the revolution of military medical procedure in World War I, which had more assistants attending
to soldiers on the front line dealing with “demoralization
casualties” than those with physical injuries. The issue
that Menninger discovers is that this phenomenon has not
since been reflected in the post-war homefront, on the local
level of the police station, the courtroom or the prison.
“Nearly every state and city in the nation is enlarging its custodial prison facilities,” he writes, “at the very
moment that mental hospitals are being reduced in size
and number.”
While prison facilities are being privatized across the
nation, there is an ongoing dialogue about bolstering mental health policy and insurance. The conflict, it seems, will
lie in acknowledging the humanity behind crime, while
still incorporating reasonable measures of punishment.
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REVIEW

‘An example of savvy Design’
CSO makes serious work of a lighter repertoire in Tuesday evening performance

T

TOM DI NARDO | Guest Reviewer

uesday evening’s Chautauqua Symphony
Orchestra concert was designed as a
concert of lighter music — light for us,
the audience, though all four works were
conceived as serious works by the composers.

The program offered an ideal opportunity
for kids to be acquainted with symphonic music
through Britten’s masterful “Young Person’s Guide
to the Orchestra.” Though the program was given
without intermission, there was an assumption that
the young people would leave after the Britten, but
few people — or kids — clambered up the aisles
before the Beethoven First Symphony.
Conductor Paul Polivnick, music director of the
New Hampshire Symphony for 17 years and now
its conductor laureate, made his Chautauqua debut in this concert, giving the musicians clear twohanded gestures and exuberant cues to tempos that
were easy to follow.
Jacques Offenbach was stymied by French rules
about writing longer works, but somehow the subject of Greek tragedy was allowed in 1858 for his operetta “Orpheus in the Underworld.” Some called
it downright vulgar, guaranteeing a major success;
for the Viennese premiere two years later, Carl
Binder stitched the hit tunes from the operetta together into an Overture.
I happened to walk past the Amphitheater during the rehearsal, and even in passing was struck
by the skill in Offenbach’s orchestrations. Polivnick
and the orchestra found the resplendent colors in
this overture, with clarinet, oboe and cello solos
jumping out of the texture and concertmaster Brian
Reagin soloing in that melting central melody.
The famous 2/4 tune we know as the Cancan,
a French word meaning scandal, was only refined
slightly by Offenbach in his operetta. It had already
been danced for 20 years or so, mostly by individuals, never formally banned but frowned upon as
inappropriate. The idea of the Cancan as a choreographed routine was actually imported from the
United States and England back to France. By the
1920s, no tourist could visit Paris without a visit to
the Moulin Rouge for the high kicking, holding of
one leg high, and the flashing of skirt and lingerie,
all to this famous tune. The orchestra played the
spots off this piece, a true rouser featuring the brass
bursting out with rhythmic accuracy and potency.
Offenbach, who churned out over a hundred
light, frothy operettas, finally turned to opera —
the dark, bitter Tales of Hoffmann, which he never
quite finished before his death.
To celebrate Benjamin Britten’s centenary, his
“Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra” was a
perfect fit for this occasion. Called “Variations and
Fugue on a Theme of Purcell” when performed
without narration, it was written for a 1947 documentary film and is a canny vehicle for understanding the instruments of the orchestra.
Fortunately, Marty Merkley, the Institution’s
vice president and director of programming wrote
a whole new set of narration, supplanting the rather-ordinary usual text. Explaining how the melody
(the Rondeau from Purcell’s 1695 incidental music
to “Abdelazer”) is played by each section of the orchestra, then with variations through every instrument, followed by an original fugue with entrances
in the same sequence, his verse achieved his purpose of demystifying the orchestra.
Some of his clever almost-rhymes for the instruments — cycloons/bassoons and pooh-bah/tuba —
were funny enough to have come from Ogden Nash.
He declaimed that the bassoon’s “chortle, sticks up

Brian Smith | Staff Photographer

Top Right: Marty Merkley, vice president and director of programming, provides an original narration to Benjamin
Britten’s “Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra” in a performance with the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra
Tuesday evening in the Amphitheater.
Above & Top left: Guest conductor Paul Polivnick, conductor laureate of the New Hampshire Symphony, makes his
Chautauqua debut, leading the CSO through selections from Britten, Beethoven, Dvořák and Jacques Offenbach.

like a snorkel,” that the harp sounded like “angel
wings in ethereal climes,” and that the cellos purr.
This personal touch was highly enjoyable, and gave
each section and the instruments within it a chance to
solo and be revealed; it’s yet another realization that
American orchestras, like this splendid pride of Chautauqua, are so skilled that they can play a program at
this high level of unity with only one rehearsal.
Beethoven’s First Symphony was the meat of
this tasty meal. From the first note, we can imagine the 29-year-old composer, working in the enormous shadow of the Mozart and Haydn symphonic
framework, feeling these sublime templates of the
past too restrictive.
He was living in the city of Franz Schubert, the
greatest of all melodists, yet Beethoven’s interest
wasn’t about tunes but in expanding harmonic development. We are so familiar with the granite-like logic
of his structures that we cannot imagine how jarring
they must have seemed to that first audience in 1800.
I’ve heard first movements of this symphony
which were much more intense. Yet this isn’t yet
the scowling, ferocious Beethoven seen on album
covers, but a great talent hoping to reinvent every
form he touched. Polivnick took it gracefully, and
his tempi were convincing.
The second and third movements, however, needed that fire, a sense of hurtling forward. In the third
movement Beethoven begins with the standard min-

uet, but breaks away into a scherzo which lacked the
mercurial quality and sizzling bounce it requires.
Nevertheless, the musicians throughout the symphony adapted to every nuance of Polivnick’s baton.
But the last movement came together in lustrous
form. Here was Beethoven having fun, writing
a loud opening orchestral chord, then having the
violins play a phrase up all the notes of the scale to
the octave before leaping into the rapid, throbbing
tempo of the great finale.
The first of Dvořák’s Slavonic Dances, Op.46/1, is
the perfect encore, though any one of the sixteen he
composed would have worked; originally written
as four-hand works, they brought the composer his
initial fame. Richard Sherman’s opening flute solo
in the middle section soared, and the musicians
poured out Dvořák’s sunny Czech soulfulness with
a wealth of smiles.
Polivnick has a flair for works rich in orchestral
color, which the musicians showed off in style. With
many audience members undulating to the Cancan
or the Czech rhythms, Merkley’s obvious delight as
narrator and Beethoven’s launch into symphonic genius, this concert was an example of savvy design.
Tom Di Nardo is arts writer for the Philadelphia Daily
News, and has written for many publications. His newest book, Wonderful World Of Percussion: My Life
Behind Bars, is the biography of famed Hollywood musician Emil Richards.
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moore:
‘we have no idea
what type of
jewels are
sitting inside
our juvenile
justice system’

brian smith | staff photographer

Wes Moore, New York Times best-selling author of The Other Wes Moore, delivers Thursday’s morning lecture in the Amphitheater. Moore spoke about reform needed in the juvenile criminal justice system
and how civic involvement can help steer children away from a lives of crime.

Jess Miller | Staff Writer

T

hey came of age in the same
neighborhood of the same city, both spent
time in the juvenile criminal justice system,
both had behavioral problems. They were
both fatherless. But the two young men named Wes
Moore would ultimately follow completely different
paths — one became a Rhodes Scholar, a White
House fellow and a decorated veteran. The other
would spend life in prison for murder.
Wes Moore discovered
his own name in a headline
in The Baltimore Sun, referring to a suspect in a jewelry
store murder. After the suspect was convicted, Moore
wrote him a letter, asking the
man why he committed the
crime. What followed were
many more letters, which
turned into prison visits,
which formed the basis of
Moore’s book, The Other Wes
Moore.
Moore
delivered
the
Thursday morning lecture
in the Amphitheater, the
fourth in this week’s series
on “Crime and Punishment.”
His father passed away when
he was 3 years old, leaving
his mother to raise him and
his two sisters. They moved
to the South Bronx, N.Y.,
where his behavioral problems led to an arrest when he
was 11.
But things turned around
when his mother sent him to
military boarding school. He
finished high school, joined
the Army and attended community college and then
Johns Hopkins University.
At Johns Hopkins, he took a
criminal justice class that required an internship.
“I wanted to work with
kids, because I knew my
own personal background,”
Moore said. “I wanted to
work with kids in Baltimore
in the juvenile criminal justice system, and I started
looking around for who’s doing this work that I should
do my internship with. And
I started noticing that there
was no one working with
this population.”
Moore decided to change
that by starting an organi-

zation called Students Taking A New Direction, or
STAND!, in which students
at Johns Hopkins University
mentor kids ages 8 through
14. Twelve years later, the
program is still in operation.
Moore believes that continual, consistent investment
in the futures of children
through education and mentorship is the key to lowering
crime rates and juvenile delinquency.
“What I question is why
we find it rational to put forward $13,000 per student in
Baltimore for their education,
but to incarcerate someone,
we will pay over $80,000,”
Moore said. “What I want to
question is how we’re thinking about the entire process.”
Sixty-nine percent of the
adult prison population,
Moore said, is made up of repeat offenders. This includes
those with juvenile criminal
records who grew up and
moved on to other offenses.
“If we can figure out ways
to deal with the juvenile
criminal justice system in
this country, we will immediately and inherently figure out ways of figuring out
the adult prison population
within this country,” Moore
said, “by simply choking the
pipeline.”
Once juveniles get caught
in this pipeline, it’s nearly
impossible for them to escape, Moore said. And he believes that is detrimental to
society as a whole.
“We have no idea what
type of jewels are sitting inside our juvenile justice system,” Moore said. “We need
to figure out a way to focus
that energy and attention to

wES MOORE
author, The Other Wes Moore
what [the kids] can actually
do.”
For example, the other
Wes Moore — the one serving a life sentence — was
organizing and running a
complex drug ring in West
Baltimore by the time he
was 15 years old, calculating
sales and shipments in his
head without ever writing
anything down.
“I can’t help but think
what could have happened,
had we done a better job of
directing that energy and
directing that natural intelligence?” Moore said.
Moore
believes
that,
along with a societal obligation to help juvenile criminals, Americans should
realize it is in their best fi-

nancial interest to help juveniles steer clear of a life
spent in and out of prison.
The United States spends
$514 billion per year on a
criminal justice system with
a 70 percent recidivism rate.
“I don’t know anyone
who thinks this is working,”
Moore said. “If my iPhone
worked 30 percent of the
time, someone from Apple
is getting a phone call. I’m
calling them and I’m letting
them know that their product isn’t working.”
The $514 billion doesn’t
even include the opportunity costs, Moore said. Shrinking the prison population
would increase the number
of productive citizens who
are taxpayers, homeowners
and small business owners.
Luckily,
Moore
said,
there are realistic solutions
to these problems. Community intervention, rather
than lockup incarceration,
has been proven to work. In
Missouri, juvenile criminals
are housed in smaller, community based houses, where
a focus on mental health is
central to the corrections
process.
“We know that hurt people hurt people,” Moore said.
“If we can figure out ways of
addressing that hurt — not
necessarily in a criminal justice or in a punitive way, but

in a supportive way — we
know that we can do a much
better job of addressing the
needs of our kids.”
Referencing Martin Luther King Jr.’s “Letter from
a Birmingham Jail,” Moore
encouraged the audience
to embrace the label of “extremist” if it means fighting
to improve the lives of their
families and neighbors.
“I stand here and urge

everyone in this audience to
become extremists, for love
and for justice,” Moore said.
“As a nation, we can never
have an honest conversation about the future of our
country if only a sliver of
the population is part of that
conversation.”
The full Q-and-A portion of
today’s lecture is provided with
this article at chqdaily.com.
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REVIEW

Benjamin Hoste | Staff Photographer

Dancers from North Carolina Dance Theatre
in Residence perform Mark Diamond’s
“Alternate Paths” during the company’s
Wednesday evening “Dance Innovations”
performance in the Amphitheater.

A ‘Visionary Atmosphere’

NCDT dancers, choreographers, show off creative side of dance with ‘Innovations’
Jane Vranish | Guest Reviewer

C

horeography is like the air that dancers
breathe.
That is a big plus for the audiences
here, knowing that North Carolina
Dance Theatre treats these historical
and beautifully groomed grounds like a dance
laboratory, where they can see world premieres (or
sneak peeks) of the company’s ever-growing repertory.
It benefits the dancers as well. Nurtured by no
less than four choreographers on staff, they get to
participate in the creative side of dance, instead of
learning steps that have been fashioned for someone else. They have the opportunity give the dance
a fresh breadth, confidently knowing that a role
will fit them like a glove. And the best choreographers offer the dancers not only a chance to think,
but, in giving them a selected vocabulary, a chance
to grow technically.
So “Dance Innovations,” the latest choreographic
collaboration on tap at the Amphitheater Wednesday, symbolized the overall visionary atmosphere
both at Chautauqua itself and at NCDT, with two
works that premiered last season, NCDT2 program
director Mark Diamond’s “Alternate Paths” and associate artistic director Sasha Jane’s “Shelter,” and
a third, resident choreographer Dwight Rhoden’s
“The Groove,” that debuted in North Carolina last
October.
With the three works constructed in a more abstract vein, it was easy to see how they shared a
highly physical approach to the choreography, particularly the lifts, which swirled upside down and
backwards in breathtaking fashion. However one
lift, an inverted split that stood out on its own, oddly made an appearance in all three pieces and there
was an overall tendency for the dense nature of the
movements to run together by the end of the night.
Still “Alternate Paths” was one of Mr. Diamond’s

better works, smartly linked to a wonderfully textured score by David Balakrishnan of Turtle Island
Quartet fame that blended Americana folk with
Middle Eastern idioms.
Mr. Diamond could have really mined this rich
source material, a major part of his own dance
background, like Mark Morris does with linking
arms, large circular patterns and a sense of camaraderie. But Mr. Diamond only alluded to the ethnic base with a few flexed feet, preferring to keep it
abstract and contemporary.
For the most part, his work was based on a
grounded sculptural design, somewhat Grahamesque, but with a supported “air walk” for a ballerina, resembling the one that George Balanchine
made famous in “The Unanswered Question” from
“Ivesiana” (1954), for contrast.
Sarah Hayes Watson established an intuitive
sense of weight from the start with a solo that captured the attention by virtue of its juicy, curling
phrases. Although subsequent movements centered around other women, their “Paths” were not
as firmly delineated.
Despite only three years into his choreographic
milieu, Mr. Janes continued on a roll this summer, with a number of works that are beginning to
show a considerable range. He turned to a dramatic
thread for last season’s premiere, “Shelter,” which
centered around the growth of an individual within a community, once again using the atmospheric
sounds of Ólafur Arnalds that he employed so well
in “Last Lost Chance.”
Jamie Dee brought a real integrity to this piece,
which followed her journey between the internal
and external connections of life. Along the way she
had two encounters with men, one a curious, exploratory duet with Pete Walker and then a more
exhilarating relationship with Jordan Leeper.
She also danced with a trio of women, presum-

ably friends. Here the women began to manipulate
their unisex costumes, anchored with billowing
culottes, as if butterfly wings. And at the end, when
Ms. Dee joined her community once more, changed
presumably for the better, the dancers stretched
the costumes around her to became the “shelter”
itself. Or was it a cocoon, to be again reborn?
The evening finished in “The Groove,” another
of Mr. Rhoden’s sleekly designed dances. This one
slithered out of “house” music, a pulsing relative of
disco and techno styles.
Dressed in skin-baring black leotards and shorts,
the dancers meandered around the floor before two
found the spotlight.
Reach out and touch. “Your love is so rare …”
That initial move quickly grew into club dancing
on steroids, with no-nonsense hip action from the
start. The women preened as they strutted around
en pointe, as if in a pair of stilettos. And there were
plenty of directional twists and turns, arms deliciously intertwined in pretzel formations mirroring disco.
The incessant beat served two functions. First of
all, it drove the dance, inspiring rhythmic clapping
at the end from the audience. But never one to wallow in the mundane, Mr. Rhoden cleverly played
with the phrasing, using hot, steamy syncopation
as well as sustained adagio movements, like the
lyrics floating over it all.
The dancers took it higher and further, especially a charismatic Pete Walker, who could easily bust
a move or pop a balletic jump. They are part of a
new breed — hungry to dance, happy to satisfy an
audience — that is in the process of altering dance
as we know it. The evening belonged to them.
Jane Vranish is a former dance critic for the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and continues there as a contributing writer. Her stories can be read on the dance blog
“Cross Currents” at pittsburghcrosscurrents.com.
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A morning at

Children’s
School
PHOTOS BY

Greg Funka

8:51 a.m.

8:56 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

10:36 a.m.

11:48 a.m.
TOP: Phoenix is all smiles while riding the bus to Children’s School. MIDDLE: Blue Room students burn off some energy in the Sensory Garden during their time on the playground.
ABOVE: Three year-olds from the Green Room relax with a story before heading home.
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the arts
Simply poetic

KATIE McLEAN | staff photographer

ABOVE: Week Six Chautauqua Writers’ Center poet-in-residence Geraldine Connolly shares her favorite poem, “Stone” by Charles Simic,
at Wednesday’s Pinsky Favorite Poem Project, an annual event sponsored by the Chautauqua Literary Arts Friends. TOP RIGHT: Paige
Cooperstein and fellow on-deck readers listen intently as Connolly speaks. MIDDLE RIGHT: Selected readers Naseem Rahka, Laura
Kasischke (Week Six prose writer-in-residence) and Regina Talton listen as Terrie Vaile Hauck (not pictured) delivers her favorite poem, “In
the Time of Your Life” by William Saroyan. BOTTOM RIGHT: Farrah Walji (right, the 2013 female Islamic coordinator of the Abrahamic Program
for Young Adults) converses with Michelle Strelioff about her poem before the event.

VACI lecturer Heffernan
paints landscapes in
environmental upheaval
paige cooperstein
Staff Writer

In her first trip to Chautauqua Institution, visiting
artist Julie Heffernan will
paint a poster for an environmental protection campaign.
Environmental
writers
and activists Rebecca Solnit
and Bill McKibben invited
Heffernan, whose landscape
paintings deal with climate
change, to help with a campaign asking American universities to sell off any stakes
they have in the fossil-fuel
industry.
Heffernan’s most recent
paintings focus on landscapes in environmental
upheaval. From a distance,
her work might look like
the polished style of the
“Old Masters,” she said,
“but up close, it reveals the
disasters going on all over
the globe.”

She has painted forest
fires in the Southwest United
States, fracking in the Northeast and droughts across
Africa. But Heffernan didn’t
start out as a landscape
painter. She began her artistic life obsessed with the
figure, and will teach figure
drawing to the School of Art
students during her visit.
Heffernan plans to discuss the trajectory of her
work at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Hultquist Center as part of
the Visual Arts at Chautauqua Institution Visual Arts
Lecture Series. She will show
slides of her work going as
far back as 1986, when she
took a Fulbright-sponsored
trip to what was then West
Berlin. She said the city was
a hotspot for Neo-expressionism, which portrays
recognizable objects such as
the human body in slight abstraction.

roxana pop | staff photographer

Julie Heffernan, a visiting artist in the Chautauqua School of Art, poses for a mirrored portrait in her studio Thursday. Heffernan uses the
mirror in her painting process — seeing the reverse image of her paintings helps her to make sure that all the elements in the painting
come together in a balanced way.

“German artists were
still involved with the
figure,” Heffernan said,
“while everyone else was
moving toward abstraction. By the ’80s, the figure in art was moribund,
but I still thought it could
address things abstraction
couldn’t.”

While she was in Germany, Heffernan perfected
a technique she calls “interior painting.” She would
close her eyes and let her
imagination stream images
in her mind, then commit
the best of those images
to canvas. In one series,
she painted a woman with
long, blonde hair traipsing
through a magical forest in

the style of a fairy tale. She
called them “self-portraits”
— even though she didn’t
model the woman on herself.
“They were portraits of
my interior self,” Heffernan
said, “not my exterior self.”
Heffernan, who still teaches figure drawing, among
other things, at Montclair
State University, switched to
landscape painting as she became more interested in the
environment. She continues

to use “image streaming”
as a painting technique and
hopes to teach the School of
Art students how to see more
deeply as they create art.
“I teach because I realized at the point I did the
interior paintings that I
had something to teach,”
Heffernan said. “Teaching
is about building someone
who is multivalent. It’s not
just someone who can draw
a kneecap well, but someone
who can survive in the wilderness of art.”

»

on the grounds

Stay in touch
Not receiving the
Chautauquan and other
off-season publications?
Update your winter
address at the information
desk in the Colonnade
lobby or e-mail boxoffice@
ciweb.org.
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pranis:
how can
driftwood
solve
conflict?

katie mclean | Staff PHot0grapher

Kay Pranis delivers
Wednesday’s Interfaith Lecture
about the driftwood exercise
and learning how to become
comfortable in the face of
conflict and differences.

Fredo Villaseñor | Staff Writer

But for Pranis, the peacemaking circle has become
more than this.
“[The circle] became a way
for me to see how humans can
live more successfully with
each other and the natural
world, balancing group and
individual needs and gifts,”
she said. “The circle became
a way to move to a kind of
world that I want to live in.”
Pranis served as the restorative justice planner for
the Minnesota Department
of Corrections from 1994 to
2003. Since 1998, she has developed and conducted circle trainings in schools, faith
communities and neighborhood settings. Her Interfaith
Lecture was delivered at 2
p.m. Wednesday in the Hall
of Philosophy, speaking to
the week’s theme of “Crime
and Punishment.”
“My journey with circles
has … been one of unexpected challenges and blessings,” Pranis said. “One of
the most intriguing, accidental gifts of this journey is the
‘driftwood exercise.’ “
The driftwood exercise is
the first exercise that Pranis
conducts in circle training.
The participants are seated
in a circle of chairs around a
small table and, without talking, they pass around a bag of
driftwood. When it is someone’s turn, he or she can set a
piece of wood on the table, put
a piece back into the bag, rearrange the pieces already on the
table or leave everything as is.
“If you decide to leave the
driftwood as it is … signal
nonverbally to the next person that you are passing,”
Pranis said. “We will con-

tinue going around the circle
multiple times, manipulating
the driftwood, until it comes
to a natural ending. We will
know we are finished when
everyone passes.”
There is no stated goal or
purpose to the exercise, she
said. After the the exercise,
the participants verbally debrief on their experiences by
passing around a “talking
piece,” an object that holds
meaning for the group and
that grants the holder the
chance to speak.
“The talking piece ensures
that every voice is heard and
encourages thoughtful reflection and attentive listening,” Pranis said.
The first time she led the
exercise, two participants
ended up disagreeing on how
the driftwood should be arranged. Though Pranis originally intended the exercise to
be an “aesthetic opening ceremony” to the rest of the circle training, the participants
began to lose their patience.
“When it finally ended
and we verbally processed
what we had just experienced together, many of the
core teachings of the circle
process emerged in the participants’ reflections,” Pranis
said. “I had stumbled onto an
exercise that brought out core
ideas … from the participants
before I ever taught the group
anything about the process.”
Each time she does it, the
driftwood exercise forces
Pranis to focus on her discomfort about others being
frustrated. She has to resist
the urge to solve conflict herself and let the group find its
own way to a solution.

“Sitting through the discomfort and the moments
of panic … have given me a
great confidence in the capacity of the group to find its
way through thorny places,”
she said, “if there’s a structure that honors each and
gives each a turn, a voice.”
In the exercise, each participant has gifts to offer
to the group, as well as a
unique perspective of what
is in the center, Pranis said.
“I saw quickly a metaphor of the pieces of wood as
symbolic of ideas,” she said.
“When you put an idea in the
circle, it’s no longer yours.
Others get to pick it up, move
it around, change it — just as
they can rearrange the wood
in the exercise.”
Pranis also learned that
when everyone has a voice,
the group will not allow
any one person to take over.
Sometimes when someone is
ready for the exercise to be
over, he or she will collect all
the pieces of wood, put them
in the bag and give the bag
back to Pranis.
“I noticed that other participants who had been passing and were clearly ready to
be done got back in and tried
to find the bag,” she said. “It
seems that even when people want it to be over, they
resist it ending by someone
taking control.”
The exercise teaches that
not only should everyone
have a voice in the process,
but also that it takes time for
every voice to be heard. Many
participants become impatient during the exercise, but
Pranis said there is no shortcut to everyone having a turn.

“We often express a desire
for all voices to be heard,”
she said, “but we rarely allow
the time it takes for a full expression of all perspectives.
And not just once, but in an
iterative process that allows
for [people of different] perspectives to be influenced by
what they hear from others.”
The driftwood exercise is
not about the wood itself, she
explained. It is about power
and relationships. Before
trying to resolve the actual
conflict in the circle process,
the exercise distributes power equally and has people
focus on their relationships
with one another.
“The use of authority undermines the development
of responsibility and selfregulation,” Pranis said. “The
structure of the circle process
shifts responsibility to all
participants for the quality of
the process and the quality of
the decisions or outcomes.”
She has consistently found
that the most beautiful arrangements of driftwood occur after many of the participants become impatient with
the exercise. They become
more creative, bringing other objects into the exercise
and beginning to expand the
workspace beyond the table.
Pranis has learned that
there are benefits in not looking for consensus too quickly.

When the exercise finishes
quickly and peacefully, participants’ reflections are less
insightful. And when people
become impatient or nervous,
the exercise becomes an opportunity for them to learn to
control their emotions.
Through the exercise, Pranis has discovered that all
humans have an innate drive
to assign meaning to objects
and actions. Conflict often
arises from others’ misunderstandings about what
those meanings are.
“I saw over and over again
that some participants would
interpret what others were doing in a certain way,” she said,
“but when that participant explained the meaning of what
he or she did, it often did not
match the assumption.”
The process of assigning
meaning to every experience, interaction and feeling, Pranis argued, connects
people by allowing them to
share with one another.
“Each gets to speak his or
her truth into the circle and
be listened to with respect,”
she said. “It is not about right
and wrong. In a circle, you
get to speak your truth; you
just do not get to assume that
is the truth for everyone else.”
Because of the exercise’s
dynamics and the fact that
it’s nonverbal, no participant
can assert himself or herself

as an independent subject,
Pranis explained. Each move
is influenced by all the previous moves and by the greater
context of the exercise.
“Our innate relational understanding of the universe
comes to the forefront,” she
said. “And that is the source of
wisdom, insight and transformative possibility in a circle.”
Social distance, Pranis believes, is the main reason for
America’s destructive and
unjust policies. Peacemaking circles break down that
social distance by revealing
the interconnectedness between individuals.
“What’s happening to others will affect us eventually,”
she said. “Shifting to that
mindset is an enormous shift
for us in the United States. It
means we can never benefit
at the expense of others. It
means we can’t take the easy
way out of avoiding conflict
or ignoring problems.”
The mindset of interconnectedness can also be
uplifting, as it shows that
everyone belongs in the
community, she noted.
“Living as if everyone belongs might be the biggest
violence prevention measure
we could ever devise,” Pranis
said. “Everyone belongs in a
circle. And the circle is always
directed towards healing from
the harm of disconnection.”

CHAUTAUQUA
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ay Pranis first discovered peacemaking circles as a way
to determine sentences in criminal proceedings. The
circles bring together victims, offenders, community
members, judges and police officers to discuss how best to
respond to a crime.
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Philanthropy
CLUB gets tepee’d

Annual Fund Day to celebrate
philanthropy at Chautauqua
devlin geroski
Staff Writer

Greg Funka | Staff Photographer

The tepee adjacent to the Girls’ Club building on the Boys’ and Girls’ Club campus was donated
by Chautauquan (and 2013 Week Two lecturer) Megan Smith, a former grouper herself, in honor
of her mother, Joan Smith, the former, longtime director of Children’s School.

It’s incredibly fitting to
celebrate the birthday of
Chautauqua Institution by
honoring the deeply rooted
traditions of community
and philanthropy that have
allowed the Institution to
flourish for the past 139
years. That’s why Annual
Fund Day — the day of Aug.
6, leading up to Old First
Night — will be a huge celebration of the mutual support at the heart of the Chautauqua community.
It is thanks to the gracious philanthropic efforts
of Chautauquans that the
Chautauqua Foundation is
able to thrive, and it is the
thriving Chautauqua Foundation that ensures the premium level of programming
and services that make the
Institution so special in the
first place. Together, Chautauquans and the Chautauqua Foundation help foster
the Institution’s growth —
and that’s worth celebrating.
The day’s festivities will
begin at 9 a.m. with an open
house at the Colonnade. Visitors are welcome to stop by,
enjoy refreshments and learn

more about the goals and operations of the Chautauqua
Foundation. The open house
will last until 5 p.m.
“We invite the community to visit the Foundation offices at any time during the
day to learn more about philanthropy and the impact of
their gifts to Chautauqua,”
said Tina Downey, director
of the Chautauqua Fund.
Outside the Colonnade,
a balloon-adorned Bestor
Plaza will be bustling all
day. Annual fund volunteers
will be stationed at a table
on the plaza to speak to the
importance of philanthropy
at the Institution and to answer any questions Chautauquans have about supporting the fund.
Visitors can bring their
own lunches to the family
picnic that will take place
from noon to 2 p.m. on the
plaza. During this time, attendees and their children
can visit a face-painting station, listen to the 12:15 p.m.
Community Band performance and enjoy free ice
cream.
The Chautauqua Foundation encourages family participation on Annual Fund
day and urges youngsters
from the Children’s School to

sell lemonade, baked goods
and painted rocks and to
perform for an audience of
Institution supporters on the
plaza.
Other fund volunteers
will be stationed around
the grounds to explain how
Chautauquans can get involved with supporting the
Institution.
Downey pointed out that
there’s no better time than
Annual Fund Day to get involved with sustaining the
Institution’s present and ensuring its future.
“This is a wonderful opportunity to consider a gift
to the Chautauqua Fund, as
gifts from new donors on this
day will be matched by the
Foundation,” Downey said.
“Because of the generous
commitment of our community, we are offering a special
fund — only on Aug. 6 — to
match gifts from new donors
dollar for dollar, or until the
funds are exhausted.”
Contributions to the annual fund help maintain the
dynamic range of programming the Institution offers
and also provide scholarships to 85 percent of the students in the Schools of Fine
and Performing Arts.
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Faith is the only way to deal with ‘suddenly’ in life

“W

e have a hard time dealing with ‘suddenly,’ unless we win a million dollars,
tax-free,” Bishop Vashti McKenzie said
at Thursday’s 9:15 a.m. morning worship service. Her sermon was titled “Memory, Miracle and
Ministry” and her text was Luke 24:28-35, the story of the
disciples on the road to Emmaus.
“Suddenly” is the roof caving in, an unexpected bill, a
check that bounces.
“We do not like ‘suddenly,’ ” McKenzie said. “We like
regularity to our days and uneventful nights. Am I the only
one acquainted with this?” The congregation assured her
she was not.
“ ‘Suddenly’ calls at the most inopportune time, and it
changes the angle of our lives.” she said. “We feel like a fish
out of water, or lost in our own backyard.”
The Bible reminds us, McKenzie said, that from generation to generation, illogical events happen. And when they
do, there is a word from the Lord. The prophet Malachi
reminded the Israelites that God will show up when least
expected.
In Matthew’s Gospel, God calls Jesus the “beloved son,”
a reminder that God calls all of us beloved, McKenzie said.
When Jesus calms the waters of the storm, it is a reminder to
be vigilant. The story of the woman with the flow of blood
is a reminder to be ready to reach for God.
Acts 2 describes the coming of the Holy Spirit, a sudden
rush of wind and fire. Expecting God leads to encounters
with God, McKenzie said.
The disciples on the road to Emmaus were trying to get
away from the events of Jesus’ death in Jerusalem. They
were suddenly afraid that they had invested their time for
nothing; their faith was fading.
“Faith does not exempt us from ‘suddenly,’ ” McKenzie
said. “Faith includes us in a power greater than our own.”
She said that Emmaus was supposed to be seven miles

Morning Worship
Column by MARY LEE TALBOT
from Jerusalem, but no one has found ruins of the town;
many small towns claim to be Emmaus.
“Emmaus is the place we go when we need to get away,”
she said. “It is the place we go to forget our pain. It is a
friend, a movie, retail therapy. A place to unplug and unwind, a place to go when we are disappointed with life.”
Emmaus is a “timeout,” and that is healthy, McKenzie
said. A timeout helps give some perspective.
“Emmaus is healthy — when we plan a return,” she said.
“It is unhealthy when we don’t plan to return, when we stay
drunk or max out our credit card.”
“Suddenly” was being on the road to Emmaus when
Jesus appeared. The disciples had no prior notice.
“The men were struggling with their pain, and Jesus
came alongside of them,” McKenzie said. “They were unable to help each other; they could not remember the hope
and promise of Jesus.”
“Find someone who will help you not dig a bigger hole
than you are digging for yourself,” she continued. “You
need an accountability group, someone who sits in the
balcony of your life and holds you accountable to get up and
get moving again.”
Jesus helped the disciples see the bigger picture, McKenzie said. He showed them they were part of the bigger story

of the Gospel, that they were able to tell the world what
God had done for them. She told the congregation, “When
we see that we are part of a bigger plan than our individual
soap operas, we can open our lives to the one who already
has tomorrow on the view screen.”
In the breaking of the bread at the table, the disciples
recognized Jesus, and he suddenly vanished.
“Faith in Jesus is the only way we deal with ‘suddenly,’ ”
McKenzie said. “Faithlessness is a byproduct of our need
for control. Faith happens when we get out of the way and
let God take care of everything — absolutely everything.”
The disciples’ encounter with Jesus moved them from
memory to miracle to ministry. On the way to Emmaus, it
was all about their pain and misery. On the way back to Jerusalem, it was all about the miracle, God, Jesus, new hope
and new beginnings.
“When you spend time with Jesus, the blessor will bless
you,” McKenzie said. “Blessed people can’t help but witness
and tell the story. You may be laid off, but the bills are paid.
You may have no money, but you don’t go hungry.”
It is OK to go to Emmaus when “suddenly” shows up, she
said.
“It is OK, so you can gain greater insight,” she said. “But
plan on a return trip. Hang out with Jesus, so that on the
way back, there will be another way — the way of memory,
miracle and ministry.”
The Rev. Ron Cole-Turner presided. Claudia Twist read the
Scripture. Twist has sung in the Chautauqua Choir for 30 years
and in the Motet Choir for 26 years. The Motet Choir sang “Hallelujah! By and By,” arranged by Mary McDonald. The composition incorporated parts of “When Morning Comes” by Charles A.
Tindley, ”The Unclouded Day” by Josiah Alwood, “Daddy Sang
Bass” by Carl Perkins and “I’ll Fly Away” by Alfred Brumley.
Jared Jacobsen directed the choir, and Todd Thomas was the soloist.

Singer Thomas connects
musical gift with spiritual life
mary lee talbot
Staff Writer

Todd Thomas has a deep
and resonant baritone voice,
but what people seem to
notice about him is that
he sings with his heart. As
Chautauqua Choir member Deborah Grohman said,
“[Thomas] brings a soulful
sense of worship to his art
and music.”
Thomas was the soloist
for both the morning worship service and also for the
Sacred Song service on July
28. He will be singing with
the Motet Choir this week as
the Department of Religion’s
artist in residence.
“Wherever I have gone, I
have tried to connect with a
church,” Thomas said.
He has sung at the Moody
Church in Chicago, the
Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove, Calif., and many
small churches across the
country. Thomas has had a
long career in opera, including a stint with the Chautauqua Opera Company,
with which he performed in
2011 and 2012. Everywhere
he goes, he tries to attend a

church that has good music.
If he is in town for awhile, he
will talk with the church’s
music director and offer to
sing. It is rewarding for him
spiritually as well as professionally.
In February of this year,
Thomas and Jared Jacobsen,
the Institution’s organist and
worship and sacred music
coordinator, talked about
Thomas coming to Chautauqua this season. They hit on
the idea of honoring George
Beverly Shea, who was the
soloist for the Billy Graham
Crusades for many years.
“He sang for over 220
million people [over a lifetime of singing] — live, not
recorded,” Thomas said. “I
love the Amphitheater. It is a
great room, and you can sing
for 5,000 [people] at a time.
Imagine singing for 50,000
people at a time.”
Thomas contacted the Billy Graham Crusade Evangelistic Association about Shea
possibly coming to Chautauqua, hoping to interview
Shea about his life and ministry during a Sacred Song Service. But Shea was 104, and
his spokesperson said that he

didn’t travel anymore.
“[Shea] knew about the
invitation and would have
liked to come, but it was impossible,” Thomas said.
Shea died in April.
“Some people who sang
in the Chautauqua Choir last
week were part of his memorial service,” Jacobsen said.
“They belong to Shea’s home
church, and we are going
to send the program to his
wife.”
Thomas and Jacobsen then
decided that Thomas should
come and be with the Chautauqua and Motet Choirs for
the week. The admiration
between the two musicians
is mutual.
“[Thomas] has this amazing voice that straddles the
worlds of worship and per-

ELLIE HAUGSBY | DAILY FILE PHOTO

Todd Thomas plays the role of Miller in 2011’s Chautauqua Opera production of Luisa Miller in the Amp.

formance,” Jacobsen said.
“He is a genuine artist, and
the reaction people have to
his singing is very visceral.
I wanted to have him sing
more than once or twice.”
“[Jacobsen] has a love of
gospel music and hymn singing,” Thomas said. “When
Tony Campolo preached [at

Chautauqua] in 2011, I wanted to sing, and so I contacted
[Jacobsen] and asked to sing
at a church service. Since
I was not singing with the
Chautauqua Opera this year,
we started talking about a
way for me to be involved
with the choir this summer.”
Thomas has a full sched-

ule for the next year — he
will appear in Othello with
the Lyric Opera of Chicago,
Rigoletto in Birmingham,
Ala., Falstaff in Santa Fe,
N.M., and Tosca in Miami.
“We need to cultivate this
relationship,” Jacobsen said.
“[Thomas] is hungry to do
worshipping things.”
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BEST PORCHES IN CHQ! 1
block from AMP & Bestor Plaza,
Heather's Inn has two units
open week 8. A/C, wifi, modern
& bright apartments. Call 3574804, or e-mail info@heathersinn.com
REDUCED PRICE! New owners-$2200 Spacious, historic 4
BR home, sleeps 8. W/D, WiFi,
cable. Great porches! No pets,
no smoking. Available weeks
7,8,9 in 2013. Contact for more
information regarding 2014
rental. 203.858.4526 or sharonthawley@yahoo.com
Tranquil, spacious apartment
at 18 Gebbie. Modern. 1 bedroom and bath. Sleeps 4. Wellequipped Kitchenette, DW.
Patio: gas grill, outside eating.
AC, WiFi, cable, flat screen TV,
DVD. Parking available. Weeks
6-8 2013. $1,075/wk. 716-3574507 or canderson@sito.com
WOW! WEEK 9, St Elmo's One
Bedroom Unit, 2 gate pases
and parking. All for $3,000! Call
Barbara @ 814-734-7734.
4 BR 3 BA Single Family
House Available 2013 (Wks
7-9) and 2014 season. Sleeps
seven. New, extensive restorat i o n . Ve r y s p a c i o u s . L a r g e
porches, full modern amenities.
No smoking. Pets negotiable.
For showings: (650) 464-9882,
(716) 357-8184, van7ter@
rahul.net. Also, open house
Friday, August 2, 12-2 PM. 21
South Avenue.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED

2008 NICKELS LIGHTNING.
Fully equipped, light new sails
for winning races. Call Jim at
303.809.2163

BIGFOOT: My name is Peter
Wiemer and our family owns
We Wan Chu Cottages. I created the Chautauqua Lake
Bigfoot Expo as a Tourism
Special Event two years ago.
Since then, I have had 14 eyewitnesses to a bigfoot sighting
here in Chautauqua County
come forward to me resolving
themselves of knowing they
saw a bigfoot but was afraid to
talk about it to anyone publicly.
Watch the only eyewitness,
which agreed to be videoed at
ChautauquaLakeBigfoot.com

Stamp Collections/
Accumulations. U.S./Foreign.
Will travel to appraise.
Chautauqua's Stamp Professor.
904-315-5482

CONDOS FOR RENT
S A R A S O TA C O N D O . N e a r
Siesta Key. 1st floor, 2 bedrm,
2 ba. Sleeps 6. 216-408-7832.

EDUCATION
FREE MUSKY FISHING
SEMINAR, by local guide Mike
Sperry Aug 3 1-2pm @
Chautauqua Marina, Register
716-753-3913 or e-mail boatsafety@aol.com

FOR SALE
5-acre flexible parcels.
Cadenza Passage by Plumbush
B&B, .9miles from main gate.
Starting $80,000. 716-4832430

HAPPY ADS
BOAT RENTALS, Pontoon,
Power, Kayak, Fishing and
Pedal Boats. Chautauqua
Marina,Mayville. 716-7533913. www. ChautauquaMarina.
com

REAL ESTATE
CHAUTAUQUA AREA REAL
ESTATE: Office - St.Elmo #101
Chautauqua, Ny 14722. 716357-3566. Toll Free 800-5075005. www.chautauquaarea.
com, care@chautauquaarea.
com
SAN DIEGO BEACH HOUSE
400 feet from the sand. Custom.
4BR, 2,350 sqft. 10 Y/O. Tile
Roof. Oversized 2-car attached
garage. No HOA. No need for
A/C. $725K FSBO. Mary
760.803.4935

RENTALS

SERVICES
HOW CAN I Help? Airport
Transportation, Off Season
H o u s e S i t t e r, o r a n y o t h e r
errands. Availability FridayMonday By Appt. Reasonable
Rates. Please call Diane at
716-679-6281

HOUSES FOR RENT
Av a i l a b l e 2 0 1 3 - We e k s
6,7,8,9. Also available 2014.
C h a r m i n g Vi c t o r i a n . 5 B R .
Sleeps 10-13. 4 full baths. 2 kit.
2 LR. 2 DR. 2 W/D. 6 porches.
Grill. Cable. DVD. High-speed
wireless internet. AC. Parking.
Excellent location. Near Amp.
$2,900. Scarwin@peoplepc.
com. 412-818-7711.

STORAGE

HOUSES FOR SALE
BOATS FOR SALE
Perfect Family Boat - like new
22' bow rider - very low hours
- mint condition - loaded w/
trailer. Rest of Season ongrounds docking, tube, skis.
Great way to get into the lake
this summer. Serious buyers
only - Richard: 216-469-7788
Boat lift, 1,500lbs, Excellent
condition. $1800. Phone:
216.371.5880 Cell:
216.780.4403

WANTED TO RENT OR BUY
Used Electric Cart in good condition. 357-3892

2014 SEASON
AVA I L A B L E W E E K S 1 & 6 .
Luxury Condo near plaza, 3
bedrooms, 3 baths, central air,
beautiful porch, wi-fi, elevator,
great for multiple couples or
multigenerational family. 716510-8993
COLLINGWOOD 11 FOSTER
One and three Bedroom
Apartments. All Amenities.
Availability 1-4, 8-9. carolcollins53@gmail.com 716-5704283
HISTORIC ARCADE. Lovely 1
bedroom, 1 bath. Porch on Miller
Park with lake view. Central location. Includes all amenities.
Available weeks 6,8, and 9.
Contact: Chautauqua1986@hotmail.com
MODERN CENTRAL, location
apt 2 Bedroom, pullout couch,
A/C, washer&dryer, WI-FI, full
bath. Full kitchen, corian counters. Reconditioned for new
2014 season renters 716-3572234 ask for Dave.

FREE YOUTH FISHING
CONTEST Aug 3, 10 am awards
and lunch noon @ Chautauqua
Marina. 716-753-3913 to register. Ages 3-12.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WOMEN SEEKING Serenity
open 12 step meeting Friday
12:30 Hurlbut Church Parlor.
716-357-8318

WANTED TO RENT

TRAVEL

CONVERTED BARN. Mayville.
5 bedrooms, 3 baths. Post &
Beam. Cathedral Ceilings.
$88,340 Call Paul Century 21
716-485-3999

NEW GARDEN Apartment on
ideal, central, brick walk location. 1 Bedroom, professionally
decorated & landscaped. Many
lovely amenities, AC, cable,
Internet, W/D. 412-512-3951.
$1350 per week.
NEW 2 Bedroom 2 bathroom
apartment. Full kitchen, W/D,
WiFi, patio, available 2013
Week 9 . $1800. 716-357-0026
robert.bowers@sita.aero /
2014 Weeks 2-6,and 8,9
NEW 3 Bedroom house.
Beautiful open design. 2 1/2
baths, modern full kitchen,
dining room, laundry, A/C, great
porches, overlooking Hall of
Philosophy, parking. $3,500.
2013 Week 9. 716-357-0026
robert.bowers@sita.aero /
2014 Week 9
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, modern, well furnished, fully
equipped, huge sleeping and
dining porch, A/C, heat, DW,
W&D, cable, wifi, parking,
weeks 1,2,8. View at 42 Foster.
jimorris@morristrust.net, (716)
490-1659
83 PRATT a charming guest
house for the 2014 season.
Sleeps two. Newly Remodeled,
park-like setting, patio, on-site
parking, on tram & bus route.
W/D, A/C, cable, wireless internet, D/W, pet friendly. Season/
Part-Season 954-673-3602
bh@cpt-florida.com. Week 5
available 2013.

JEWELRY
JEWELRY Elegant Essentials
jewlery sale by Chautauquan
Sydney Robinson. Sunday,
August 4th 12-4pm at 41
Cookman. Season-long display
at 15 South second floor
976.632.2621

By Dave Green
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Difficulty Level

2013 Conceptis Puzzles, Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.

AVAILABLE AUGUST 3-10.
United Methodist House cheery,
spacious 2-room, 2-bath suite
sleeps up to 6. Kitchenette,
A/C, elevator, delightful porch
l i f e . N e x t t o a m p h i t h e a t e r,
library, Bestor Plaza. Dine on
roof, listen to concerts w/o leaving comfort of room. $1,250.00.
716.357.2055

BOATS FOR SALE
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2013 Conceptis Puzzles, Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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TED WOLFE | PROVIDED PHOTOS and cutlines

TOP LEFT: The “Helix” nebula in Aquarius. At 694 light years away, this is the closest planetary nebula. The double coil of radiating gas is expanding outward from the dying star in the center. “Cometary knots”
can be seen inside the edge of the ring. BOTTOM LEFT: The “Great Orion Nebula” — a major star-forming area in our section of the galaxy. A great cloud of nebulosity surrounds the glowing emission area in
the center, where “The Trapezium,” a tight grouping of four young stars, floods the region with ultraviolet radiation. MIDDLE: The “bay” on the moon was formed by an ancient meteorite strike. On the top side,
the rim rises to a height of about 16,000 feet while the lower side has been covered by an ancient lava flow that seeped up from beneath the moon’s crust. RIGHT: “Filaments” become “prominences” when
they rotate over the rim of the sun, and can be seen against the background of space. This image shows a dramatic “arc” prominence.

The sun, moon and stars — from a Chautauqua backyard

T

here is a steady stream of passersby and bicyclists along
the street in front of Ted Wolfe’s Chautauqua porch. A
wave or greeting occasionally punctuates our conversation.
Thoroughly relaxed in his familiar wicker chair, Wolfe, 77,
is a man clearly comfortable in his own skin. He channels a
bit of James Stewart with his laconic style. Retired for nearly 20 years
from a successful corporate career as a marketing executive and board
member, he has been able to indulge a number of passions, including
astrophotography. Introduced to the region when he joined Welch’s
corporate offices in Westfield, N.Y., Wolfe held Chautauqua dear, even
as his career moved him elsewhere. He has photographed the sun
many times from his Chautauqua backyard.
Chautauqua Observatory
I was just in the backyard setting up the solar telescope,
taking some shots. Daytime photography of the sun is
pretty good here [in Chautauqua], actually. Look at the blue
daytime sky, how clear it is. We get some really great daytime skies here. It precludes the concern for light pollution.
What I do is, I will spend a couple of months, when I have
the time, photographing the sun here. …
Here at Chautauqua, I cut a hole in the garage, set up a
computer down in the garage. You cannot get that focus on a
computer with sunlight on it. You have to have a dark environment, and that is the purpose the garage serves. Margaret
Geller was here in a program a few years ago; she is an astrophysicist with the [Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics]. I had an exhibit at Hultquist Center at the time. We
reached out to her, and she came over and gave an impromptu
talk based on my photographs. That was special. I do my night
photography mostly from a telescope set up on a golf course
in Naples [Fla.]. It is 165 feet away from my computer. I use a
charge-coupled device camera. I think they were developed for
cardiologists, who look for dim things in dark places. Astronomers said, “Wait, that’s what we do for a living!”
I served in a development role here [at the Institution],
and later on the board of trustees, ending around 10 years
ago. Toward the end of my tenure, I had a real schedule conflict: There was going to be a close approach of Mars at the
same time my last board meeting was scheduled. I had the
chance to be involved in photographing the Mars approach.
(Parenthetically, though there is often jealousy and tension
between amateurs and professionals in photography, this
is not the case in astrophotography.) So the staff at Florida
Gulf Coast University in Fort Myers [Fla.], near my winter
home in Naples, invited me to come down and photograph
the Mars approach for them and to do the processing for
them, too. So I couldn’t give up this chance and went down
and did these things for them. I came back to Chautauqua a
couple of weeks later, walking down the street, and one of
the board members beckoned me over. “You just got back,
didn’t you? We let Scott McVay [immediate past president of
the Institution] go.”

»

on the grounds

Lost Bikes
The Chautauqua Police
Department often retrieves
lost bicycles. If you have
lost your bike, please
contact the Chautauqua
Police Department at 716357-6225 to see if they
have found yours.

Chautauqua Conversations
column by john ford
Stars and Photographs
I do some exhibiting, and we now have an exhibit called
“Journey to the Sun,” currently playing at the Miami [Science Museum]. I’ll bet 80 or 90 percent of all the shots in
this exhibit came from here in Chautauqua. A few years
ago, I had a 20-month, one-man show at the Kennedy Space
Center at Cape Canaveral [Fla.]. It’s the longest-running
amateur photo exhibit ever to run there. The NASA team
that came to the Institution during Week One did a good
job, I thought. NASA and the federal space program are
under pressure now; different presidents feel different levels
of passion about space discovery.
Now there is a trend toward supersonic commercial
flight. If you or I flew from Boston to [Tokyo Narita Airport]
now, it would take 14 hours. It would take two-and-a-half
hours supersonic. Companies like Boeing [Co.] that are
investigating this realize their pilots would effectively be astronauts. They would have to understand how to enter and
exit the atmosphere. NASA understands they are training
these future pilots. We will also see mining of the asteroids;
that is clearly on the agenda. So in many ways, the commercialization of space is well underway.
I got my interest in space photography while I was working with [Procter & Gamble Co.] in Cincinnati. One June
night, my wife and I were walking in a big public park there,
Ault Park. We were in our 20s — no kids yet. A group of
people had their telescopes out, and my wife said, “Why
don’t we just stop and see what they are doing?” I went over
to a person and said, “You probably can’t see anything with
a small telescope.” I was skeptical, but my wife persisted. So
we checked it out more closely. They were looking at Saturn
that night. If you haven’t seen Saturn through a telescope,
make sure you do it. Here’s this gold ball sitting in a gold
ring, clear as a bell. I was amazed. I told myself, “I must
understand more about this.” It was inspirational, looking
at and thinking about something different than I was seeing
and touching. That started it all with me.
Coming to Chautauqua
It was in the late ’60s that I got my start in this area. I
moved here to take a job with Welch’s, in Westfield. I did
not previously know about Chautauqua. We lived in Lakewood, N.Y. I had come from [P&G], so many of my contem-

poraries were living in big metro areas like New York City.
I’d run into them somewhere and they’d say, “Tell me again,
the place you work at — you have a 30-minute drive, and
there’s only one light, and you go by a beautiful lake? That’s
impossible, you’re lying to us.” Those guys were on the train
into [New York City], trying to do the crossword; they had
no life to compare to mine.
And yet it was extremely difficult to recruit talented
staff to come to this area to live 12 months of the year. God
bless Tom [Becker] and the year-round staff at the Institution who do it. We had jobs at Welch’s for a heck of a lot of
money that were open for sometimes as long as two years.
We developed a unique approach to recruiting. One of the
most effective ways was to only recruit from the middle
of May to the middle of September, when the weather was
right. We would take the historical ferry across from Stow
to Bemus Point. We would have dinner at the [Ye Hare ‘n
Hounds Inn] there. Chautauqua was a prime place to show
off to recruits. We would find something [on the grounds] to
show off when they were here. We would stress that there
was a wide area where they could live and still have only a
30-minute commute to work. Erie [Pa.] was part of that; we
had lots of people living in Westfield, too — a nice town. But
we did have people who would come in for one season and
be gone. I had one woman call me at home at one o’clock
in the morning. She and her family had been here for two
years. She was crying. She said, “You never told me there
were no department stores in the area!” When we moved
the company to Boston — a young person’s mecca, with all
the universities in the area — Welch’s built a tremendous
staff very quickly. Don’t get me wrong; I love this area. I
raised my kids here. They would work on the grounds in
different jobs. A couple of them have become quite active
here. But still, it was tough to recruit for Welch’s.
When I retired, we decided to spend the winter in Naples
and bought a lot in Chautauqua and built here. I remember
not long after we arrived, I overheard a conversation on the
street. It was early in the season. One Chautauquan greeted
another and asked when she had arrived. Her friend said, “I
just got here. I don’t even know who died yet.”
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Program
LAW & Opera

Greg Funka | Staff Photographer

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg listens as members of the Chautauqua Opera’s Young Artists Program perform during her Monday morning lecture in the Amphitheater.

F

FRIDAY
AUGUST 2

7:00 (7– 11) Farmers Market
7:15 (7:15–8) Mystic Heart Meditation:
Spiritual Practices of World
Religions. Leader: Michael
O’Sullivan. (Zen Buddhism.)
Donation. Bring gate pass. Main Gate
Welcome Center Conference Room
7:45 Episcopal Holy Eucharist. Chapel
of the Good Shepherd
8:00

Daily Word Meditation. (Sponsored by
Unity of Chautauqua.) Hall of Missions

8:45 Catholic Mass. Chapel of the Good
Shepherd
8:55 (8:55–9) Chautauqua Prays For
Peace Through Compassion. Hall
of Missions Grove
9:00 Nature Walk. (Programmed by the
Chautauqua Bird, Tree & Garden
Club.) Jack Gulvin, BTG naturalist.
Meet under green awning at back
Smith Wilkes Hall

9:00 Men’s Club Speaker Series.
William Bernet, professor of
psychiatry, Vanderbilt University.
Men’s Club Meeting. United
Methodist House

12:15 Brown Bag Lecture. (Programmed
by the Writers’ Center.) “The
Prehistoric Storyteller.” Laura
Kasischke, prose writer-inresidence. Alumni Hall Porch

3:30

9:15 DEVOTIONAL HOUR. “Don’t Just Sit

12:15 Challah Baking. (Programmed by
Chabad Lubavitch of Chautauqua.)
Everett Jewish Life Center Porch

3:30

There, Do Something.” Bishop Vashti
Murphy McKenzie, African Methodist
Episcopal Church. Amphitheater
9:15 Biblical Heroes Revisited!
(Programmed by Chabad Lubavitch
of Chautauqua.) Esther Vilenkin.
Alumni Hall Library
10:00 Voice Master Class. (School of
Music.) Marlena Malas. McKnight
Hall
10:15 Service of Blessing and Healing.
UCC Chapel

10:45 LECTURE. Nancy Gertner,
ret. judge, U.S. District Court of
Massachusetts. Amphitheater
10:45 Story Time. Four-year-olds. Smith
Memorial Library
12:00 (12-1:30) Amphitheater
Rehabilitation Project Model.
Institution staff member present
to answer questions about project.
Smith Memorial Library
12:00 (12–2) Flea Boutique. (Sponsored
by Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Behind Colonnade
12:10 Catholic Mass. Chapel of the Good
Shepherd

12:15 BTG Luncheon for Life Members.
“The Bluebird Effect: Uncommon
Bonds with Common Birds.” Julie
Zickefoose, author, naturalist and
artist. Fee. Athenaeum Hotel Parlor
12:30 Jum’a/Muslim Prayer.
Instruction at 12:30 p.m. Prayer
at 1 p.m. followed by Q&A. Hall
of Christ
12:45 Chautauqua Catholic Community
Seminar. “Saving Lives is for the
Coast Guard.” Rev. Gregory Boyle
S.J., Founder/Executive Director,
Homeboy Industries. Los Angeles,
Ca. Methodist House Chapel

2:00 INTERFAITH LECTURE
SERIES. “Reform, Redemption,
and Mass Incarceration.” Bruce
Western, Harvard Univ. Kennedy
School. Hall of Philosophy
2:00 (2-5) Mah Jongg. (Programmed
by the Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Memberships available at the door.
Women’s Clubhouse
2:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at
Main Gate Welcome Center.)
2:00

Book Presentation. Sarah
Robbins, author, Keeping Hope
Alive: One Woman, 9,000 Lives
Changed. Smith Memorial Library
Classroom.

3:30 CLSC PRESENTATION. Crime
and Punishment. Irwin Weil, prof.
emeritus, Northwestern University.
Hall of Philosophy

Chautauqua Heritage Lecture Series.
“Lew Wallace, Ben-Hur, Chautauqua:
The Adolescence of American Popular
Culture.” Jon Solomon, Univ. of Illinois
at Urbana- Champaign. Hall of Christ
(3:30-5) Chautauqua Dialogues.
(sponsored by the Dept. of Religion.)
Facilitator led group discussions. No fee
but sign up required at 2 p.m. Interfaith
Lectures. Locations to be announced

4:00 THEATER. New Play Workshop.
Transit. (Reserved seating; purchase
tickets at Main Gate Welcome Center
or Colonnade lobby ticket offices,
and 45 minutes before curtain at the
Bratton kiosk.) Bratton Theater
4:00 (4-5:30) Student Percussion
Recital. (Benefits the Chautauqua
Women’s Club Scholarship
Program.) Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall
4:00

Young Artists’ Opera Scenes Program.
Norton Hall

4:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at
Main Gate Welcome Center.)
4:00 CLSC Executive Committee
Meeting. (Programmed by the
CLSC Alumni Association.) Alumni
Hall Kate Kimball Room
5:00 Hebrew Congregation Evening
Service. “Kabbalat Shabbat:
Welcome the Sabbath.” Service led
by Rabbi Gary Pokras. Miller Bell
Tower (Pier Building in case of rain.)
6:00

(6–7:45) Chautauqua Choir Rehearsal.
All singers welcome. (Two rehearsals
required to sing at Sunday worship
services.) Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall

6:30 Shabbat Dinner. (Sponsored
by the Hebrew Congregation of
Chautauqua.) Prepaid tickets
required. Everett Jewish Life Center
7:00 Visual Arts Lecture Series. Julie
Heffernan, painter, associate
professor of art, Montclair State
University. Hultquist Center

8:15 SPECIAL. Garrison Keillor’s A
Prairie Home Companion RADIO
ROMANCE TOUR 2013. Amphitheater

Sa
SATURDAY
AUGUST 3

7:00 (7–11) Farmers Market
7:00 Old First Night Swim. Turner Center
8:45 Catholic Mass. Chapel of the Good
Shepherd

Vilenkin. Kiddush will follow.
Everett Jewish Life Center Library
9:30 Gospel Music Workshop.
(Programmed by the Baha’is of
Chautauqua County; co-sponsored
by the Dept. of Religion.) Conducted
by Van Gilmer, music director of the
Baha’i House of Worship in Wilmette,
Ill. Rehearsals: Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to
12; 2:30 to 5 p.m.; Sunday, 1-2 p.m.
Smith Wilkes Hall
12:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at
Main Gate Welcome Center.)
12:30 (12:30–2:30) Social Bridge.
(Programmed by the Chautauqua
Women’s Club.) For men and
women. Women’s Clubhouse
1:30 Book Discussion. Peter
Georgescu, author, The Constant
Choice. Smith Memorial Library
2:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at
Main Gate Welcome Center.)

2:15 THEATER. New Play Workshop.
Transit. (Reserved seating; purchase
tickets at Main Gate Welcome Center
or Colonnade lobby ticket offices,
and 45 minutes before curtain at the
Bratton kiosk.) Bratton Theater

9:00 Old First Night Run/Walk.
(Registration begins at 7:45.) Fee.
Sports Club
9:30 Hebrew Congregation Sabbath
Service. Service led by Rabbi
Gary Pokras; Susan Goldberg
Schwartz, soloist. Hurlbut Church
Sanctuary

3:00 LECTURE. (Programmed by
Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Contemporary Issues Forum.
“Public Diplomacy: Challenges of
U.S. Engagement in the Middle
East.” Rep. Ted Deutch (D-Fla.).
Hall of Philosophy

9:30 Chabad Lubavitch Community
Shabbat Service. Rabbi Zalman

4:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at
Main Gate Welcome Center.)
4:45 Chautauqua Community Band
Rehearsal. Jason Weintraub,
conductor. Anyone who plays a
band instrument is invited to join.
Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall
5:00 Catholic Mass. Hall of Philosophy
6:00

(6–7:45) Chautauqua Choir
Rehearsal. All singers welcome. (Two
rehearsals required to sing at Sunday
worship services.) Fletcher Music Hall

8:15 CHAUTAUQUA SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA OPERA POPS
CONCERT. Stuart Chafetz, guest
conductor. Chautauqua Opera
Apprentice Artists and Studio
Artists. Amphitheater

